We present CGO-AS, a generalized Ant System (AS) implemented in the framework of Cooperative Group Optimization (CGO), to show the leveraged optimization with a mixed individual and social learning. Ant colony is a simple yet efficient natural system for understanding the effects of primary intelligence on optimization. However, existing AS algorithms are mostly focusing on their capability of using social heuristic cues while ignoring their individual learning. CGO can integrate the advantages of a cooperative group and a low-level algorithm portfolio design, and the agents of CGO can explore both individual and social search. In CGO-AS, each ant (agent) is added with an individual memory, and is implemented with a novel search strategy to use individual and social cues in a controlled proportion. The presented CGO-AS is therefore especially useful in exposing the power of the mixed individual and social learning for improving optimization. The optimization performance is tested with instances of the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). The results prove that a cooperative ant group using both individual and social learning obtains a better performance than the systems solely using either individual or social learning. The best performance is achieved under the condition when agents use individual memory as their primary information source, and simultaneously use social memory as their searching guidance. In comparison with existing AS systems, CGO-AS retains a faster learning speed toward those higher-quality solutions, especially in the later learning cycles. The leverage in optimization by CGO-AS is highly possible due to its inherent feature of adaptively maintaining the population diversity in the individual memory of agents, and of accelerating the learning process with accumulated knowledge in the social memory.
Introduction
Ants are extremely successful in evolution of intelligence. As shown by socio-biologists [31] , although each ant only has a minuscule brain, nontrivial primary components of intelligence in the collective context have been encoded in their navigational guidance systems using multiple simple information sources. For example, ants can communicate with others through indirect means of the pheromone trails that they deposited in their environment [17] . The collective foraging behavior and strong exploitation capability in ant colonies has inspired the invention of various Ant System (AS) algorithms [5, 19, 20] . Typical AS includes Ant Colony Optimization (ACS) [19] , AS with ranking (AS rank ) [7] , and MAX-MIN ant system (MMAS) [48] . In addition, there are diverse hybrid forms of AS with other optimization algorithms, such as PSO-ACO-3Opt [38] , ACO-ABC [28] , and FOGS-ACO [46] . Among the existing algorithms of AS, the usage of pheromone trails in natural ants has attracted a broad research interest [4, [8] [9] [10] 50] . Pheromone trails of ants have now been adopted as a paradigm by computational research communities to illustrate the emergence in self-organization [17] . Though ignoring individual memory of ants, the algorithms of AS -mainly by the construction and usage of pheromone trails in natural ants -has displayed a remarkable optimizing capability, and has been applied with a great success to a large number of computationally hard problems, such as the traveling salesman problem (TSP) [41, 45, 48] , vehicle routing problems [7] , and mixed-variable problems [35] .
Natural ants however build their intelligence with both social and individual learning. Sociobiologists have found that individual route memory of ants [23, 50] plays a significant role in guiding the foraging of many natural ant species [4, 11, 29, 37, 47] . A fairly great amount of natural ant species [14, 27] uses both collective pheromone trails and individual route memory in their navigational guidance systems, though it remains unclear how ants leverage their search in complex environments with such an integrated usage mixing the two memories which correspond respectively to their social and individual learning.
In the present work, we aim to study the benefit using a mixed individual and social learning in AS systems. Since the existing AS algorithms have demonstrated the optimization power of social learning, what leverage can be gained in optimization by merely adding individual learning? For a better performance, how to distribute the social and individual learning if one mixes and uses them together as an integrated form of intelligence? In this sense, our computational experiments do not aspire to providing complete comparison with state of the art algorithms using various instances (e.g. across various algorithms and optimization problems). Rather, we attempt to understand the leveraging aspects in optimization from simply adding and mixing individual learning into its original solely-social-learning version of AS systems. This is because AS is a succinct but intrinsic model for understanding the role of learning. Given how technically involved an upgraded-learninginduced optimization improvement of an algorithm is, a question of considerable practical relevance is: How to effectively integrate individual learning into the system? The question is certainly not trivial. Realization of a mixed learning in an integrated form requires an algorithm being a more complex system which encompasses interactions among multiple memories (individual and social memories) and behaviors. A fundamental and effective support must be provided for maintaining the fast self-organized processes in such a mixed learning.
In this study, we will approach the question with a specific framework, the Cooperative Group Optimization (CGO) framework [54] . CGO was presented based on the nature-inspired paradigm of group problem solving [18, 22, 25, 34, 42, 44, 49] , to explore high-quality solutions in the search landscape [33] of the problem to be solved. The agents of CGO not only exploit in a parallel way using diverse novel patterns [42] preserved in their individual memory [21, 24] , but also cooperate with their peers through the group memory [16, 18] . This means that each agent of CGO possesses a search capability through a mix of both individual and social learning [6, 22, 49] . Therefore, we use CGO to implement a generalized AS, called CGO-AS. The presented CGO-AS is especially suitable to realize the cooperative search using both individual route memory and pheromone trails, and to reproduce a navigational guidance system of natural ants. Moreover, CGO-AS provides an algorithmic implementation of AS systems in a generalized form of group problem solving, which is commonly used in advanced social groups including human groups. This is important, as the generalization of AS not only enables us to find the advanced strategies used by ants to strengthen their optimization, but also allows us to observe the potential nontrivial factors which might contribute to the primary form of group intelligence from the low-level cognitive colonies. We use the TSP [45] , a well-known computationally hard problem, as the testing benchmark of performance for the comparison between CGO-AS and other existing AS systems as well as some recent published algorithms [38, 43, 46, 48, 55] .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the studies of the navigational guidance components and systems used by natural ants in their foraging to digest the fundamental features of their learning behaviors which motivated AS systems and CGO-AS of this work. In Section 3, we briefly introduce AS systems and one representative example, the MAX-MIN version. In Section 4, we outline CGO framework. In Section 5, we present our CGO-AS imitating the natural ants with both social and individual learning, and describe how to use it for solving the TSP. In Section 6, we present our experimental results showing the performance of the proposed CGO-AS approach, and discuss its features. Finally, we summarize our work.
Real-World Ant Navigation
Natural ants are important models for understanding the role of learning in evolution of intelligence and in the improvement of optimization technologies [20, 48, 50] . Ant workers have miniature brains but often striking navigational performance and behavioral sophistication as individuals of socially complex cognitive colonies [50] . Understanding the robust behavior of ants which solve complex tasks unveils parsimonious mechanism and architecture for general intelligence and optimization. Here we will first briefly review the usage of pheromone trails by ants in their foraging, which provided the foundation of existing AS systems [20, 48] . Next, we will then describe the usage of individual memory by ants and their more advanced navigational guidance systems, which inspires the realization of CGO-AS in this work.
Pheromone trails
Many ant species can form and maintain pheromone trails [15, 40] , even the volatile ones. The study of the fire ants has showed that pheromone trails provide feedback to ants for organizing the massive foraging at a colony level [31] . Successful foragers deposit pheromone on their return trails to the nest, resulting in the effective trails strengthened since more workers add pheromone to it. on the contrary, the trail decays if its food runs out, because foragers refrain from reinforcing the trail and the existing pheromone of the trail evaporates. Pheromone trails provide ants a long-term memory of previously used trails, as well as a short-term attraction to recent rewarding trails [32] .
Concerning pheromone trails of ants, a global adaptive process arises from the activities of many agents responding to local information in shared environments [17] . The performance is achieved through the social learning of ants, with which ants have mutual interactions via their pheromone trails. Computational models of ant systems [20, 48] have showed how ant workers could cooperate together through social learning via the pheromone trails, which exhibits an impressive optimization capability on some complex problems, such as the finding of short paths in the TSP.
Route memory
Ants also navigate using vectors and landmark-based routes [23, 50] , as shown in many species, for example, the wood ant (Formica rufa) [29] , the tropical ant (Gigantiops destructor) [37] , the Australian desert ant (Melophorus bagoti) [47] , and the North African desert ant (Cataglyphis fortis) [4, 11] . In foraging, individual ants can obtain their routes by initial navigational strategies [11, 50] , can put their innate responses to landmarks [50] , and can also memorize early routes with their increasing experience [13, 52] . These behaviors attribute to the individual learning ability of ants, which is fundamental for evolving the advanced forms of general intelligence [24] .
A great deal of flexibility has been observed in the individual learning of ants on their route navigation [31] . Ants can steer by visual landmarks in their route navigation [12] . They instruct others when they recall particular steering cues [51] . Ants can also learn path segments in terms of the associated local vectors that connect between landmarks [11] . In addition, ants can memorize multiple routes [47] , and can even steer the journeys that consist of separate path segments. Information combined from all experienced path segments may be used by ants as a memory network [53] to determine their familiar headings on given landmarks. Route memory often plays a significant role in guiding ants during their foraging activities.
Navigational guidance system
Ants integrate information from multiple sources in their navigational guidance systems [4, [8] [9] [10] 50] in order to efficiently search the paths between goals. For example, some ants [14, 27] use both pheromone trails and route memory in foraging. Notice that pheromone trails and route memory are respectively corresponding to the social and private individual information of ants that support their social and individual learning. Pheromone trails may cover more foraging paths by encoding the collective experiences of ants, but route memory is often more accurate in information than pheromone trails, even limited by the minuscule brains of ants.
Natural ant colonies often use an integrated mixed learning in their foraging system, where route memory and pheromone trails combine together to a synergistic information cascades cooperatively providing an effective and efficient guidance over various foraging conditions. Route memories maintain a diversity of the high-quality information learned from individual experience of each ant, while pheromone trails provide a stability of the high-quality routes learned from all ants and over time [12] . The understanding on the real-world navigational guidance system of ants motivated us to present, implement and test CGO-AS system in this work.
Ant Systems for the TSP
AS [20] is a class of optimization algorithms inspired by the emergent search behavior using pheromone trails [15] in natural ants [26] . Though different optimization problems [7, 35, 45, 48] have been solved with AS variants, the TSP is normally considered as a testing benchmark of ant navigation.
The TSP [45] can be described as a complete graph with N nodes (or cities) and a cost matrix D = (d ij ), in which d ij is the length of an edge (i, j) that connects between cities i and j, where i, j ∈ [1, N ]. The study here only concerns the symmetric TSP, which has d ij = d ji for the edges. Each potential solution is a Hamiltonian tour π = (π [1] , · · · , π [N ] ), which passes through each node once and only once, and its evaluation value f (π) is the total length of all edges in the tour. The optimization objective is to find a tour with the minimal evaluation value.
In AS, there are a colony of K artificial ants, where all ants search using a pheromone matrix Ψ = (τ ij ), in which τ ij describes the pheromone trail from city i to city j. The system runs in total T iterations. At each iteration t, each ant builds its tour π (t) in an iterative way. As shown in Algorithm 1, starting from a randomly selected city as the current city i, each ant chooses the next city j to go with a probability biased by the pheromone trail τ t ij heamount(t) and by a locally available heuristic information η ij present on the connecting edge (i, j), and continues this process till a tour is built. When an ant is at city i, the selection probability of the ant to city j ∈ N i is described as [20] :
where N i is the candidate set of cities which the ant has not visited yet, and α and β are two setting parameters which control the relative importance of the pheromone trail and heuristic information. By default, α = 1 and β = 2. For the TSP, η ij is a function of the edge length, i.e., η ij = 1/d ij . Normally, the selection in Line 3 (see Algorithm 1) is augmented with the candidate set of length 20 which contains the nearest neighbors [48] to reduce the computational cost.
Algorithm 1 Construct a tour by an ant using the pheromone matrix Ψ Require: The pheromone matrix Ψ // The cost matrix D is a default input
// From a randomly selected city 2: for n = 2 to N do
3:
Select the next city j ∈ N i with the probability p (t) ij , using Eq. 1 with Ψ and D 4:
// Return the new tour
After all ants have constructed their tours, pheromone is updated on all edges as follow:
where the parameter ρ ∈ [0, 1) is the trail persistence from evaporation, ∆τ
) is the amount of pheromone which the ant k puts on the edge (i, j) under the condition that the edge belongs to the tour π
done by the ant k in the iteration t. By default, ρ = 0.5. In Eq. 2, evaporation mechanism enables the system to forget unuseful edges over time, and a greater amount of pheromone is allocated to the shorter tours. In Eq. 1, the selection probability is achieved from a combination of the global heuristic cue (of tour length) from the pheromone trail τ ij (t) and the local heuristic cue (of edge length) from the heuristic information η ij . Edges which are contained in the shorter tours will receive more pheromone and thus will be chosen by ants with higher probabilities in future iterations.
The ants in AS do not possess long-term individual memory. Rather, pheromone matrix Ψ plays the role of a long-term social memory distributed on the edges of the graph, which is iteratively modified by ants to reflect their experience accumulated in solving the problem. This allows an indirect form of learning called stigmergy [19] .
MAX-MIN Ant System (MMAS)
MAX-MIN ant system (MMAS) [48] is one of the best performing ant systems. It has been specifically developed for achieving a better performance by the combination between an improved exploitation of the best solutions found in search and an effective mechanism which leads to the choice probabilities avoiding early search stagnation.
MMAS differs in two key aspects from the original AS. First, in order to impose strong exploitation on the best solutions found in search, after each iteration, only one ant deposits pheromone on the best solution, either in the current iteration (iteration-best solution π (t) ib ) or from the beginning (best-so-far solution π (t) gb ). Second, in order to prevent a search from stagnation, the range of possible pheromone trails is limited within an interval [τ min , τ max ]. The pheromone trails are initialized to be τ max to achieve a higher exploration of solutions at the beginning of the search.
The values of τ max and τ min are respectively defined as [48] :
where f (π
gb ) is the evaluation value of the best-so-far solution π
gb at the iteration t, ρ is the trail persistence, p best ∈ [(N/2) −N , 1] is a setting parameter. If p best = 1, then τ min = 0. The value of τ min increases as p best decreases. By default, p best = 0.05.
Cooperative Group Optimization (CGO)
CGO is an optimization framework based on the nature-inspired paradigm of group problem solving [54] . With CGO, optimization algorithms can be represented in a script form using embedded search heuristics (ESHs) with the support of memory protocol specification (MP-SPEC) for the group of agents, using a toolbox of knowledge components. CGO has been used to describe some existing algorithms and realize their hybrids on solving numerical optimization problems. Figure 1 gives a simplified version of CGO used in this paper for CGO-AS. The framework consists of a group of N agents, an interactive center (IC), and a facilitator. It runs iteratively as a Markov chain in total T learning cycles. The components in Figure 1 are defined with a list of acronyms as:
The optimization problem to be solved F R : The internal representation of F P in the form of a search landscape π gb : the best-so-far solution found for F P M A : The private memory of each agent, which can be accessed and is updated by the agent M BA : A buffer for storing the chunks generated by the agent for updating M A in each cycle B U A : The M A -updating behavior to update M A using the information (chunks) in M BA M G : The generative buffer of each agent, which store newly generated information in each cycle M S : The social memory in IC, which can be accessed by the agents and is maintained by IC M BS : A buffer for collecting information (chunks) generated by the agents for updating M S B U S : The M S -updating behavior to update M S using the chunks in M BS B IN I : The initializing behavior to initialize information in M A of the agents and M S of the IC B GEN : The generating behavior of each agent, which generates new chunks into M G of the agent, using the mixed information (chunks) from M A of the agent and M S in IC, in each cycle
The submitting behavior of each agent, which submits the chunks in M G to M BA of the agent and to M BS in IC, in each learning cycle
Facilitator
The facilitator manages basic interfaces for the optimization problem F P to be solved. An essential landscape for the problem can be represented as a tuple S, R M , AU X . S is the problem space, in which each state π ∈ S is a potential solution. ∀π (a) , π (b) ∈ S, the quality-measuring rule (R M ) measures the quality difference between them. If the quality of π (a) is better than that of
) returns TRUE, otherwise it returns FALSE. AU X contains all auxiliary components associated with the structural information of the problem.
The facilitator has two basic roles. The first role is to update the best-so-far solution π
gb , by storing the better-quality state between π gb and each newly generated state using the R M rule. The second role is to provide a search landscape, i.e., F R =< S, R M , AU X >, which includes all heuristic cues of the problem that is useful for reaching the high-quality states.
Agents and IC
Searching on the search landscape is performed by agents with the support from IC. The general solving capability arises from the interplay between memory (M ) and behavior (B) [1] owned by these entities. The actual implementation is flexibly defined by a symbolic script over a toolbox of knowledge element instances.
Memory and Behavior
Each memory [24] contains a list of cells storing basic declarative knowledge elements, called chunks (CH) [1] , which are associated with the information in the search landscape of F R . During a runtime, each memory can be only updated by its owner. Each behavior, performed by its owner, applies rule(s) (R) to interact with some chunks in memory during a learning process.
There are three essential memories in CGO framework. IC maintains a social memory (M S ). Each agent possesses a private memory (M A ) and a generative buffer (M G ). M A and M G can be accessed only by its owner, while M S can be accessed by all agents. Both M S and M A are long-term memory (LTM) to hold chunks over learning cycles, while M G is a buffer for new chunks and will be cleared at the end of each learning cycle. IC holds two basic behaviors. The initializing behavior (B IN I ) is used to initialize chunks in M A of the agents and M S of the IC. IC also holds a buffer M BS for collecting chunks from the agents. The M S -updating behavior (B U S ) updates M S by using the chunks in the buffer M BS .
The search process for solving F R is performed by agents. Each agent has the following basic behaviors: (a) The generating behavior (B GEN ) can generate new chunks into a generative buffer (M G ), using the chunks in both its M A and M S in IC; (b) the submitting behavior (B SU B ) is used to submit chunks in M G to M BA of the agent and to M BS in IC; (c) The M A -updating behavior (B U A ) is applied to update M A using elements obtained in M BA ; and (d) The state(s) in M G are extracted and exported to facilitator as the candidates for potential solution(s). In each learning cycle, B GEN is performed at first, and the newly generated elements in M G are processed afterwards by agents with the other three behaviors.
Script Representation
For agents and IC, the essential search loop is driven by embedded search heuristic (ESH) with the support of memory protocol specification (SPEC-MP). SPEC-MP is used to define how chunks will be initialized and updated in M A of each agent and M S of IC, given that chunks are newly generated in M G of the agents, and we need to maintain the consistency of the interactions between memory and behavior. By defining the part to generate new chunks in M G using the chunks in M A of each agent and M S of IC, each ESH is able to close the search loop. Therefore, each ESH can be seen as a stand-alone algorithm instance with a solid low-level support of SPEC-MP in the framework of CGO.
SPEC-MP contains a table of memory protocol rows, where each row contains five elements, i.e., ID M , CH M , R IE , R U E , CH U . ID M ∈ {M A , M S } refers to a long-term memory. CH M is a unique chunk in the memory ID M . Each row thus refers to the chunk CH M in the memory ID M . CH U is a chunk in M A and M G . Each elemental initializing (R IE ) rule is used to output one chunk CH (I) for initializing CH M . Each elemental updating (R U E ) rule updates the chunk CH (M ) by taking two inputs (CH (M ) , CH (U ) ). SPEC-MP can be split into two subtables, SPEC-MP A and SPEC-MP S , where their ID M are respectively M A and M S . Notice the fact that there are multiple agents but only one IC. Corresponding to ID M in M A and M S , the types for CH (I) of R IE are respectively $CH M and CH M , the types for CH (U ) of R U E are respectively CH M and $CH M , and the types for CH (M ) of R U E are both CH M . Here $CH means a set of chucks of the type CH.
Each row in SPEC-MP defines an updatable relation from CH U to CH M . The validity of all updatable relations can be easily checked with an updatable graph [54] which uses the chunks in {M A , M S , M G } as its nodes, and use updatable relations as its directed arcs. Since the chunks in M G are generated in learning cycles, each chunk in M A and M S can be updated only if this chunk has a directed path originating from a chunk in M G .
Each ESH is defined as R GE , E IG , CH OG . R GE is an elemental generating rule. E IG is an ordered list of chunks, where each chuck belongs to M A or M S . CH OG is a chunk in M G . The R GE rule takes E IG as its input, and outputs CH OG to M G .
The chunks in M A , M S , and M G are of some primary chunk interfaces, and there are three primary rule interfaces, i.e., R IE , R U E , and R GE rules. Knowledge components of these primary chunk and rule interfaces could be implemented in the toolbox of CGO, and each instance could be called symbolically using its identifier and setting parameters.
Notice that, different optimization algorithms, from simple to complex, can be easily implemented at the symbolic layer using SPEC-MP and ESHs to call the instances in CGO toolbox.
Execution Process
Algorithm 2 gives the essential process for executing a single ESH with the support of SPEC-MP in the framework of CGO, where the working module (entity), the required inputs, and the outputs or updated modules are provided. In Line 1, F P is formulated into the form of a static search landscape F R = S, R M , AU X . In Lines 2 and 3, all long-term memories used by the agents and IC are initialized by using B IN I , based on SPEC-MP. After the initialization, the framework of CGO runs in the form of iterative learning cycles, where each learning cycle t ∈ [1, T ] is executed between Lines 4-10. In lines 5-8, each agent k ∈ [1, K] is executed. In Line 5, given the ESH, B GEN is executed to generate the output chunk CH OG ∈ M G(k) , using the chunks in M A(k) and M S . In Line 6, B SU B(k) is applied to submit CH U ∈ M A(k) ∪ M G(k) into the buffer M BA(k) of the agent and into the buffer M BS to form a chunk set $CH U , based on SPEC-MP. In Line 7, B U A(k) is executed to update CH M ∈ M A(k) using the chunks stored in the buffer M BA(k) , based on SPEC-MP. In Line 8, the chunk contained in M G(k) is processed by facilitator to obtain the best-so-far solution π gb . In Line 10, B U S is executed to update M S using the chunks collected in the buffer M BS , based on SPEC-MP. Finally, π
gb is returned and the framework is terminated. 
Facilitator: π 
// Generate new chunk CH OG by the instance of G GE rule, using E IG as the input 
// Update the mth chunk in M A(k) using the mth chunk in M BA(k)
is updated into M 
// Update the nth chunk in M S using the nth chunk in M BS 3: end for
CGO with Ants for Solving the TSP
We will realize both MMAS and CGO-AS in the framework of CGO. The fulfillment can provide us an easy way to identify the similarity and the difference between the two ant systems.
For the TSP, a simple static search landscape F R = S, R M , AU X can be easily defined. Each possible tour π is a natural state in the problem space S. The R M rule can be realized using the tour length f (π): ∀π (a) , π (b) ∈ S, R M (π (a) , π (b) ) returns TRUE if and only if f (π (a) ) < f (π (b) ). AU X simply contains the cost matrix D = (d ij ).
Chunk and Rule Types
To implement the algorithms in the framework of CGO, we first define a toolbox of knowledge elements of primary chunk and rule types. We only need a few primary chunk types, including a tour π, a tour set $π, and a pheromone matrix Ψ = (τ ij ).
The following R IE rules are defined. The randomized R IE rule (R RN D IE ) outputs a tour set $π, where each element is randomly generated in S. The pheromone matrix R IE rule (R P M IE ) outputs a pheromone matrix with τ ij = τ
The following R U E rules are defined. The greedy R U E rule, i.e.,
by Eq. 2, using the tours in $π (U ) .
The following R GE rules are defined. The social-only R GE rule (R S GE ) takes a pheromone matrix Ψ (O) as the input, and constructs one tour π (C) according to Algorithm 1.
The mixed R GE rule (R M GE ) takes the chunk list {π (P ) , Ψ (O) } as the input, and outputs one tour π (C) using Algorithm 8. Algorithm 8 has three parameters, p ind ∈ [0, 1], σ c ≥ 0, and w ∈ [0, 1]. The proportion p c is sampled around p ind using a truncated normal distribution (TND) (Line 3), where the underlying normal distribution has µ = 0 and σ = σ c and lies within the interval [−w, w]. In Line 2, w is examined to ensure that p c ∈ [0, 1]. In Line 4, we define a segment of π (P ) with N P edges starting from the lth node, where N P is the nearest integer of (p c · N ), and l is the index of city i in π (P ) . The segment is selected into π (C) directly (Lines 6-7). Each remaining city is obtained using p (t) ij (Line 9), the same as Line 3 in Algorithm 1. Notice that the expectation of p c is E(p c ) = p ind . Thus the parameter p ind controls the proportion of input information used in π (P ) and Ψ (O) . If p ind = 0, Algorithm 8 does not use π (P ) , and is equivalent to Algorithm 1; If p ind = 1, there is π (C) = π (P ) . Both σ c and w are fixed as 0.1 in this paper.
The 3-opt R GE rule (R 3O GE ) is the same as the 3-opt local search algorithm used in [48] . The 3-opt local search algorithm proceeds by systematically testing the incumbent tour π (C) , with some standard speed-up techniques using nearest neighbors [3, 48] , and with the technique of don't look bits on each node [3] . Notice that the tour π (C) can be improved by replacing at most three edges in each test. By default, the candidate list at length 20 is considered [48] .
The macro R GE rule R
S+3O GE
is defined as the tuple R S GE , R 3O GE , where the input is Ψ (O) , and the output of R S GE is further processed by R 3O GE . The macro R GE rule R M +3O GE is defined as the tuple R M GE , R 3O GE , where the input is {π (P ) , Ψ (O) }, and the output of R M GE further processed by R 3O GE .
SPEC-MP and ESHs
For MMAS, the memory elements are defined as follows: M A is empty, M S contains the pheromone matrix Ψ , and M G contains one tour π C . For CGO-AS, the memory elements are 4: N P = Round(p c · N ); l = GetIndex(i, π (P ) ) // Define a segment of π (P ) with N P edges, starting from the lth node 5: for n = 2 to N do 6: if n ≤ N P + 1 then 7:
// Select the lth node of π (P ) and go to the next node of π (P ) 8:
Select the next city j ∈ N i with the probability p (t) ij , using Eq. 1 with Ψ (O) and D
10:
end if 11:
// Return the new tour defined as follows: M A contains one tour π P , M S contains the pheromone matrix Ψ , and M G contains one tour π C .
Both MMAS and CGO-AS can work on the same SPEC-MP, as defined in Table 1 . The difference between them is that MMAS only uses Ψ in M S , whereas CGO-AS also uses π P in M A . Normally, some additional knowledge might be embedded with the SPEC-MP. For example, as R G U E is used, π P in M A always retains the personal best solution for an agent. Table 2 lists the embedded search heuristics (ESHs) of this work, including MMAS, MMAS 3opt , CGO-AS, and CGO-AS 3opt , where MMAS 3opt and CGO-AS 3opt also apply the 3-opt local search. Note that the R M GE rules in CGO-AS and CGO-AS 3opt both have a setting parameter p ind ∈ [0, 1] in Algorithm 8, and are respectively reduced to MMAS and MMAS 3opt if p ind = 0. 
Brief Summary
Although CGO looks a little bit complex, the realization of algorithms in this framework is smooth. CGO-AS can be reduced into an implementation of algorithmic components (chunks and rules in Section 5.1) with a simple script description (SPEC-MP and ESHs in Tables 1 and 2) .
We can easily identify the similarities and differences between MMAS and CGO-AS, base on the framework of CGO as shown in Figure 1 . Each ant is represented as an agent in CGO. The pheromone matrix is stored in the social memory M S , and it is updated using M BS and B U S . There are two main differences. First, CGO-AS uses additional modules including the individual memory M A and its maintenance modules M BA and B U A . Second, in B GEN , the elemental generating rule is changed from Algorithm 1 (in MMAS), which only uses pheromone trails, to Algorithm 8 (in CGO-AS), which uses both individual and social learning with the proportion controlled by p ind .
With the two differences, the memory form is transformed from one single social memory into one social plus multiple individual memories, and the learning form is upgraded from a pure social learning into a mixed social and individual learning. The framework of CGO provides a support for the self-organized interactions between multiple memories and behaviors.
Results and Discussion
We conduct a series of experiments to evaluate the performance of two algorithms, CGO-AS 3opt and MMAS 3opt that incorporates the 3-opt local search rule R 3O GE . Due to an application of the 3-opt and other local search heuristic 1 , local optima of the search landscape of TSP exhibits a "big valley" structure [39, 48] . This suggests that the high-quality tours tend to concentrate on a very small subspace around the optimal tour(s). On the basic group parameters, we consider T = 500, and K ∈ {10, 30, 50}. For the 3-opt local search, 20 nearest neighbors are used. On the other parameters, we consider default settings, including α = 1, β = 2, and p best = 0.05. In MMAS [48] , a schedule is used to alternate the pheromone-trail update between π We perform experiments on the widely-used benchmark instances in TSPLIB [45] . For each problem instance, 100 independent runs have been performed for obtaining the mean results in statistic. For each mean result f , we report 100 · (f − f * )/f * , the relative percentage deviation (RPD) as an evaluation value of f , and 100 · σ/f * , as an evaluation value of the standard deviation (SD) σ, where f * is the the optimal value. The minimal RPD of the optimal solution is 0. We first evaluate the performance on 10 benchmark instances in the range of N from 51 to 1577 (as listed in Tables A1 (a)-(c) of Appendix A), which are a set of instances frequently used in the literature. Figure 2 shows the average RPD of the mean by CGO-AS 3opt with K={10, 30, 50}, for p ind in the range from 0 to 1. For the agents in CGO-AS, p ind controls the proportion using knowledge between individual and social memory, i.e. the weighting balance between individual and social learning. As shown in the figure, CGO-AS 3opt cannot reach a good performance at either end, i.e., in the case of p ind = 0 or p ind = 1. In the case of p ind = 0, ants only use social memory (pheromone trails), for which MMAS 3opt is in fact this special case of CGO-AS 3opt .
In the case of p ind = 1, ants only use their own individual (route) memories and perform local searching. Interestingly, the results showed that CGO-AS 3opt reached a much better performance when ants take a mixed usage combining both individual and social memory together. In this case, ants uses two parts of learning. One part of learning uses social memory that contains an accumulated adaptive knowledge [6] for accelerating the learning process. Another part of learning uses individual route memory that preserves novel patterns [42] for supporting the capability to escape from some maladaptive outcomes [6] . As shown in Figure 2 , CGO-AS 3opt reaches the best performance of searching at around p ind = 0.8. This means that the best searching relies more on individual memory, which is called as socially biased individual learning (SBIL) in the field of animal learning [22] . The result is interpretative from the viewpoint of searching for optimization. Each ant in CGO-AS performs a local searching based on its individual memory; at the same time, it also efficiently search "big valleys" of TSP landscape with the guide of the high-quality heuristic cues in the social memory accumulated by all ants (simulating the pheromone trails of natural ants). If ants only use individual information, i.e. in the case of p ind = 1, the search would more likely be trapped to the local minima. In contrast, if ants only use social information (such as the pheromone matrix used by the existing ant systems), i.e. in the case of p ind = 0, it is challenging to adaptively maintain a diversity in searching. Aiming to prevent the search of AS from a premature convergence, previous research on MMAS [48] had attempted to introduce the mechanism linking diversity into pheromone trail by re-initialization, but showed a very limited success.
More detailed results on the 10 instances are provided in Appendix A. For each tested instance, Tables A1 (a)-(c) give the ratios of the runs reaching the optimal solution (Best), the RPD of the mean values (Mean), and the standard deviations (SD) by CGO-AS 3opt (with p ind = 0.8) and MMAS 3opt for the experiments with K ∈ {10, 30, 50} respectively. The results show that CGO-AS 3opt has achieved a significant better performance than MMAS 3opt . In comparison with MMAS 3opt , for all the instances, CGO-AS 3opt gains a much bigger ratio of the runs reaching the optimal solution, a smaller RPD of the mean value, and a lower standard deviation, see Tables A1 (a)-(c). CGO-AS 3opt with K = 10 outperforms MMAS 3opt with K = 50 on the RPD of the mean value and the standard deviation, and beats MMAS 3opt with K = 30 completely on all the resulting values. In the case with K = 50, CGO-AS 3opt is able to solve two more instances (d198 and lin318) than MMAS 3opt in all runs, and to find the optimal solutions for all instances including fl1577.
To observe more information for understanding the learning process more clearly, we show Figure 3 , the RPD results of CGO-AS 3opt (with p ind = 0.8) and MMAS 3opt for six larger TSP instances with K=30 over 500 learning cycles. For MMAS 3opt (which only uses social memory), its learning process quickly stagnated at the local and lower-quality minima, although it holds a fast learning speed in its early learning cycles. For all the tested instances here, CGO-AS 3opt outperforms MMAS 3opt to reach a much better quality in solution. It is interesting that although MMAS 3opt has a quicker learning speed at the very beginning learning cycles, CGO-AS quickly catches up the learning speed of MMAS 3opt , and keeps a much faster learning pace than MMAS 3opt in the following later learning cycles, and finally reaches a better solution. For some tests (such as f1577), CGO-AS has a faster learning speed than MMAS 3opt in the whole learning cycles. Figure 4 gives the comparison in population diversity between CGO-AS 3opt (with p ind = 0.8) and MMAS 3opt , by showing the relative distances between {π (t) C(k) |k ∈ [1, K]} (i.e., the set of newly generated states by the agents) of CGO-AS 3opt and MMAS 3opt for six larger TSP instances with K=30 over 500 learning cycles. The relative distance is defined asd/N , where
, and the distance d between any two states is given by the number of different edges. As shown in Figure 4 , CGO-AS 3opt holds a higher diversity in population than MMAS 3opt over the learning cycles for almost all the test instances. The population diversity among the agents in CGO-AS 3opt is adaptively maintained by their individual memory in the learning process. Each agent maintains the personal best state π P in its M A (based on the specification in Table 1 ), and generates each new state largely inheriting from the high-quality information in its M A , as p ind in Algorithm 8 is sufficiently large. Holding population diversity is important for optimization, as it has been shown to play a significant role of effectiveness in the problem solving of human groups [34, 44] . Next, we evaluate the performance of CGO-AS 3opt by comparing it with other ant systems and some recently published algorithms, in terms of the RPD of mean results and standard deviations in optimization respective to the best solutions. We run CGO-AS 3opt on AMD Phenom II 3.4 GHz, and report the computational speed of CGO-AS 3opt with the CPU time (in seconds). In Tables 3  and 4 , the symbol "-" means that no result was provided in the references. Table 3 gives the comparison among CGO-AS 3opt with K = 10 and two ant systems, PSO-ACO3Opt [38] and FOGS-ACO [46] . PSO-ACO-3Opt is an ACO algorithm with a set of performance parameters that are optimized using both PSO and the 3-opt local search operator. FOGS-ACO is a hybrid algorithm of the Fast Opposite Gradient Search (FOGS) and ACO. The test is performed on a set of TSPLIB instances, where the number of nodes is from 51 to 200 used by the two ant systems. As shown in Table 3 , for all the instances, CGO-AS 3opt reaches the optimal value in all runs, and outperforms both PSO-ACO-3Opt and FOGS-ACO. Table 4 gives the comparison between CGO-AS 3opt with K = 50 and two other recently published optimization algorithms, DIWO [55] and DCS [43] . DIWO is a discrete invasive weed optimization (IWO) algorithm with the 3-opt local search operator. DCS is a discrete cuckoo search algorithm for solving the TSP, which can reconstructs its population to introduce a new category of cuckoos. The test is performed on a set of TSPLIB instances, where the number of nodes is from 225 to 1002 used by the two optimization algorithms. As shown in Table 4 , for all the instances, CGO-AS 3opt again outperforms both DIWO and FOGS-ACO. CGO-AS 3opt reaches the optimal value for seven of the test instances in all runs, and approaches to the near optimal value for the other test instances.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented CGO-AS, a generalized ant system that is implemented in the framework of cooperative group optimization. AS is an algorithm simulating the foraging system that uses pheromone trails in ants colonies. CGO is a framework to support the cooperative search process by a group of agents. CGO-AS has combined and used both individual route memory and social pheromone trails to simulate the intelligence of natural ants, therefore it enables us to leverage the power of mixed individual and social learning. We have not attempted to provide a complete comparison in performance between CGO-AS and the existing algorithms on various problems. Rather, we aim at showing the benefit of using mixed social and individual learning in optimization. We tested the performance of CGO-AS for elucidating the weighting balance between individual and social learning, and compared it with the existing AS systems and some recently published algorithms, using the well-known traveling salesman problem (TSP) as a benchmark.
The results on the instances in TSPLIB showed that the group of agents (ants) with a mixed usage of individual and social memory reaches a much better performance of search than the systems using either individual memory or social memory only. The best performance is gained under the condition when agents use individual memory as their primary information source, and simultaneously also use social memory as their searching guidance. The tests showed that CGO-AS not only reaches a better quality in solution, but also holds a faster learning speed, especially in later learning cycles. The benefit of optimization may be due to the introduced mechanism in the CGO-AS algorithm that adaptively maintains the population diversity using the information learned and stored in the individual memory of each agent, and also accelerates the learning process using the knowledge accumulated in the social memory of agents. The performance of CGO-AS 3opt turned out to be competitive in comparison with the existing AS systems and some recent published algorithms, including MMAS 3opt , PSO-ACO-3Opt, FOGS-ACO, DIWO, and DCS.
Appendix A
Tables A1 (a)-(c) give the ratios of the runs reaching the optimal solution (Best), the RPD of the mean values (Mean), and the standard deviations (SD) by CGO-AS 3opt (with p ind = 0.8) and MMAS 3opt for the experiments with K ∈ {10, 30, 50} respectively, on 10 benchmark instances in the range of N from 51 to 1577, which are a set of instances frequently used in the literature. Table A1 : Results by CGO-AS3opt and MMAS3opt on 10 benchmark instances in the range of N from 51 to 1577.
